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By representing maps on surfaces as transitive permutation representations of a 
certain group r, it is shown that there are exactly six invertible operations (such as 
duality) on maps; they are induced by the outer automorphisms of r, and form a 
group isomorphic to S, Various consequences are deduced, such as the result that 
each finite map has a finite reflexible cover which is invariant under all six 
operations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There is a well-known duality for maps on surfaces, interchanging vertices 
and faces, so that a map ,& of type (m, n) is transformed into its dual map 
,H* of type (n, m) while retaining certain important features such as its 
automorphism group. Recently topological descriptions have been given for 
other similar operations on maps, firstly by Wilson [ 1 I] for regular and 
reflexible maps, and later by Lins [7] for all maps; they each exhibit four 
more invertible operations which, together with the above duality and the 
identity operation, form a group isomorphic to S,. The object of this note is 
to show that these operations arise naturally in algebraic map theory: maps 
may be regarded as transitive permutation representations of a certain group 
r, and the outer automorphism group 
Out(T) = Aut(T)/Inn(T) g S, 
permutes these representations, inducing the six operations on maps. Several 
consequences follow easily from this algebraic interpretation of operations 
on maps, for example the fact that each finite map A has a finite reflexible 
cover 1 which is invariant under all six operations. 
This work arose out of the second author’s investigations [9] into the 
extended modular group PGL(2, Z) and its automorphisms; we are grateful 
to the SERC of the U.K. for their financial support for that research. 
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2. ALGEBRAIC MAPS 
First we shall briefly outline the algebraic theory of maps developed in 
[ 1, 5, 6, lo]. To each map JY we associate a set 52 of blades: wherever an 
edge e meets a vertex v, we draw on the surface a pair of blades, one on each 
side of e. We define three permutations of LJ as follows: t (the transverse 
reflection) transposes each such pair of blades, I (the longitudinal reflection) 
sends each blade to the blade at the other end of e and on the same side of e, 
and Y (the rotary reflection) transposes pairs of blades with a vertex and face 
in common; Fig. 1 illustrates the effect of these permutations on a blade p. 
(These definitions require some slight modifications, allowing t, 1, Y, or tl to 
have fixed-points on LI, when J? is on a surface with boundary or when the 
underlying graph of-R has free edges. Since these modifications do not alter 
our subsequent arguments, and since most interest is directed towards maps 
which do not have these features, we shall not explore these possibilities 
further; the interested reader can refer to [ 1 ] for details.) 
Clearly these permutations satisfy the relations 
t2 = p = y2 = (tl)’ = 1, 
and by the connectedness of ..X they generate a transitive group of 
permutations of Q, so we have a transitive permutation representation 
71: r+ S” of the group 
r= (t, 1, r 1 t* = l2 = r* = (tl)’ = 1). (2.1) 
Conversely, given a transitive permutation representation n: T-t S” off, we 
can reconstruct the map &: we define the vertices, edges and faces of M to 
be the orbits in B of the dihedral subgroups (t, Y), (t? I), and (I, r) of r, with 
incidence corresponding to non-empty intersection of orbits. (A more 
sophisticated approach, described in [ 1,5], is to represent r as the 
automorphism group of a certain tessellation on a Riemann surface, and to 
take JY to be the quotient of this tessellation by a suitable subgroup M of r.) 
FIGURE 1 
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This gives a bijection between maps and transitive permutation represen- 
tations of r (or more strictly between isomorphism classes in each category), 
and it allows us to apply group theory to map-theoretic problems. Each map 
J?’ determines a permutation representation 71 which is isoamorphic to the 
action of r (by right multiplication) on the cosets Mg of a subgroup A4 < r, 
this subgroup M, the map-subgroup associated with J?, is the stabiliser in r 
of an element of 0, and is uniquely determined up to conjugacy. Then map 
coverings 14 --) J? correspond to inclusions M, <IV,, and the 
automorphism group Aut(L4) can be realised as the action of N,.(M)/M on 
the cosets of M, where N,(M) is the normaliser of A4 in r, acting by left- 
multiplication. 
By permuting blades, the elements of r induce “paths” in maps, with 
group-multiplication corresponding to composition of paths: for example, 
Fig. 2 shows that rt and rl represent rotations around vertices and faces, 
while rtl is the basic “zig” (or “zag”) out of which Petrie polygons are 
formed [2, 5.2 and 8.51. Under duality of maps, any path in a map ,R is 
transformed, by interchanging the symbols t and 1, into a path in the dual 
map A*. This transformation is a bijection, preserving compositions, so we 
define an operation on maps to be any transformation of maps induced by a 
composition-preserving permutation of r, that is, by a group-automorphism 
of r. To see how any automorphism B of r induces such an operation on 
maps, let &’ be the map, with map-subgroup M, associated with a 
permutation representation rt: r --t S’; then we detineJe to be the map with 
map-subgroup. Me, associated with the representation 0-l o n:: r+ S” of r. 
Since the automorphism group Aut(T) preserves inclusions and normalisers 
of subgroups, the induced operations will preserve coverings and 
FIGURE 2 
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automorphism groups of maps. Each inner automorphism 8 of r sends M to 
a conjugate map-subgroup, so that LB =,,&‘; thus the inner automorphism 
group Inn(T) acts trivially on maps, so we have an induced action of the 
outer automorphism group 
Out(T) = Aut(T)/Inn(T). (2.2) 
We shall therefore determine the outer automorphisms of r, and then 
consider the operations on maps resulting from them. 
3. AUTOMORPHISMS OF r 
It is clear from the presentation (2.1) that r is a free product r = K x C, 
where 
K = (t, 11 t2 = 1’ = (tl)’ = 1) 
is a Klein four-group, and 
C=(r/r2= 1) 
is a cyclic group of order 2. We shall first examine some of the consequences 
of this for the structure of r, and in particular its elements of finite order. 
By the torsion theorem for free products [8, IV.1.61 the involutions in r 
are the conjugates of the involutions t, 1, tl, and P in the factors K and C. 
Since no two of t, 1, tl, and r are conjugate in the factors, the conjugacy 
theorem for free products [ 8, IV. 1.41 implies that they are are not conjugate 
in r, so r has four conjugacy classes of involutions. It follows easily from 
the normal form theorem for free products [8, IV.1.21 that t, 1, and tl each 
have K as their centraliser in r, while Y has C; consequently the conjugates 
of t, 1 and tl have centralisers of order 4, whereas those of Y have centralisers 
of order 2. Moreover, since K n C = 1, it follows that r (like any proper free 
product) has trivial centre Z(T), so that Inn(r) z T/Z(T) = K As with any 
group, Inn(T) )is a normal subgroup of Aut(T); we shall show that in this 
particular case, Inn(r) has a complement in Aut(T). 
The six permutations of {t, 1, tl} extend to automorphisms of K and hence 
induce a group S of automorphisms of r, leaving r fixed and permuting 
(t, I, tl} 3-transitively; clearly S z S, . Then we have 
THEOREM 1. Aut(T) is a split extension of Inn(T) g r by a complement 
S 2 S, which fixes r and permutes {t, 1, tl}. 
Proof: Since no two of t, 1, and tl are conjugate in r we have 
Inn(r) r7 S = 1, so to prove the theorem it is sufficient to show that 
Aut(T) = Inn(r) . S. 
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Suppose that 0 E Aut(T). Then to must be an involution in r with a 
centraliser of order (C,(t)1 = 4, so te is conjugate to t, Z, or tZ, and by 
composing B with an inner automorphism we obtain an automorphism 4 
satisfying t” = t, 1 or tl; then 
K” = Cr(t)@ = C,(t”) = K, 
so 4 permutes t, 1, and tl, and by composing # with an element of S we 
obtain an automorphism w  which fixes them. By contruction, 8 and w  lie in 
the same coset of Inn(T) . 5’ in Aut(T). 
Now r* must be an involution which (like r) generates its own centraliser, 
so it is conjugate to Y. Let g be an element of r, of least reduced word-length, 
satisfying 
P” =g-‘rg, (3-I) 
and let 
g=a,ra,r ... a,_,ra, (3.2) 
as reduced word, with each ai E K and a2 ,..., a,-, # 1. If g = 1 then v fixes 
the generators t, I, and r of r, so w  = 1 and we have shown that 
t9 E Inn(T) . S, as required. Hence we may assume that g # 1, and therefore 
a, # 1, for if a, = 1 then h = a2ra3 ..’ a,,-,ra, is a shorter word than g, 
satisfying r* = h-‘rh, against our choice of g. 
Since t, I, and r generate r, so do t* = t, I@ = I, and r* =g-‘rg, so r can 
be written as a word 
r=bl.g-‘rg.bz...b,_,.g-‘rg.b,, (3.3) 
with each b, E (t, I> = K, and b, ,..., b,-, fl. Since r&K and b,EK, we 
must have n > 2. Substituting for g in (3.3), and using the fact that ai, bi, 
and r are their own inverses, we have 
r = bl(amram-, ... a,ra,)r(a,ra, ..* a,-,ra,) b, 
X . . . b,-l(amram-, ... a,ra,)r(a,ra, ... a,-,ra,) b,. (3.4) 
By the normal form theorem for free products [8, IV.1.21 the right-hand side 
of (3.4) must reduce, after cancellation, to r. Since a, # 1, the only possible 
cancellations are at the beginning and end (where blam and a, b, become 
single elements of K), and at 
.-. ra,) 6, (amr ..., 2<i,<n--1 
which reduces only as far as 
. . I rbir . . . 
582b/35/2-2 
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since ak = 1 and bi # 1. Hence cancellation cannot reduce the number N of 
times Y appears in the right-hand side of (3.4), so we must have N = 1. By 
(3.2), r appears m- 1 times in g, so it appears 2m - 1 times in g- ‘rg, and 
hence N=(n-1)(2m-l), giving n=2 and m=l, so that g=a,EK. 
Now Y” = rg, and g (being in K) centralises t and 1, giving t” = t = tg and 
I* = I= lg. Thus IJY is the inner automorphism of r induced by g, so 
w E Inn(T) and hence 6’ E Inn(r) . S, giving Aut(T) = Inn(r) . S as 
required. I 
COROLLARY 2. Out(r) is isomorphic to S,, the six cosets of Inn(r) in 
Aut(T) being represented by the elements of S. 
4. OPERATIONS ON MAPS 
It follows from Corollary 2 that there are at most six distinct operations 
on maps; they are induced by the elements of S, and hence form a group Z 
which is a homomorphic image of S. As shown by Wilson [ 111, the cube 
gives rise to six non-isomorphic maps under these operations, that is, it lies 
in an orbit of ,X of length 6, so there are exactly six operations, and so 
(However, some orbits have length properly dividing 6: for example the 
tetrahedron, being self-dual but not invariant under all six operations, must 
lie in an orbit of length 3.) 
We shall now identify the operations in C with those described by Wilson 
[II] and Lins [7]. F or ease of notation we will use the same symbol for an 
automorphism in S and the operation in Z it induces. First we recall that the 
vertices, edges and faces of a map correspond to the orbits of the subgroups 
(4 r>, (t, 9, and (r, 0 on D; similarly, Fig. 2 shows that the orbits of (r, tl) 
correspond to the Petrie polygons. 
TABLE 1 
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Let z and B be the automorphisms in S induced by the transposition (t, 1) 
and the 3-cycle (t, Z, tl) of the involutions in K, so that the corresponding 
operations generate JY. Table I shows the six operations, the corresponding 
permutations of {t, I, ~21, the effect each operation has on vertices, faces and 
Petrie polygons (abbreviated to v, f, and p), and the notations used by 
Wilson and Lins for these operations. (Note that whereas we have composed 
mappings from left to right, Wilson does so from right to left; thus our 
operation 8 = (&)z corresponds to his DP rather than PD.) 
For example, the automorphism z transposes the subgroups (t, r) and 
(I, r), and leaves K = (t, 1) and (r, tZ> invariant; hence the operation r 
transposes the sets of vertices and faces, leaving edges and Petrie polygons 
invariant, so J is the dual J* of ~7. As can be seen from Table I, the 
operations in ,?Y induce all six permutations of the sets of vertices, faces, and 
Petrie polygons, while leaving the set of edges invariant (since S leaves K 
invariant). 
5. REFLEXIBILITY AND INVARIANCE 
A map A? is rejlexible if Aut(J) acts transitively on flags consisting of a 
vertex, edge and face, all mutually incident. We can identify such flags with 
the blades of A, and hence with the cosets of the map-subgroup M in p, 
since Aut(J) z N,(M)/M, with N,(M) permuting the cosets by left- 
multiplication, it follows that J? is reflexible if and only if pqr(M) = r, that 
is, if and only if il4 is normal in r. (This definition of reflexibility is 
equivalent to that given by Coxeter and Moser in Sect. 8.1 of [2]; Wilson 
[ 111 calls such maps “regular,” a term which Coxeter and Moser use for a 
condition which is equivalent to reflexibility for non-orientable maps, but 
slightly weaker for orientable maps, merely requiring that M be normal in 
the “even subgroup” Tf consisting of the words of even length in the 
generators t, 1, and r.) 
Since Aut(T) preserves normality of subgroups of I-, the operations in C 
preserve reflexibility of maps. Similarly, J has boundary components or 
free edges if and only if t, I, r, or tZ have fixed-points in ,R, that is, if and only 
if M contains involutions; clearly this condition is invariant under Aut(T), so 
C preserves the property that a map has no boundary and no free edges. 
If c E .5, then .A? is a-invariant if A” E-H, that is, if M” is conjugate to 
M in p, then A is .Finvariant if it is o-invariant for each o E X (or 
equivalently, for a set of generators 0 of 2). 
Since Z(T) = 1, we can identify r with Inn(T), each g E r corresponding 
to the inner automorphism i,: x t-~ g-‘xg; since (r-l o i, 0 a = i,, for all 
g E r, a E Aut(T), the action of Aut(T) by conjugation on its normal 
subgroup r= Inn(T) is the same as its action as an automorphism group of 
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lY Then J is reflexible and Z-invariant if and only if M is normalised by 
both r= Inn(r) and S; by Theorem 1 this is equivalent to the condition that 
M is normal in Aut(T), that is, that M is a characteristic subgroup of r. 
THEOREM 3. Each map ,H has a reflexible Z-invariant covering map J? 
with the property that any other rejlexible Z-invariant covering map of ,X 
also covers 12; in addition, ,& covers A” for all o E 2; there is a subgroup 
A < Aut(J?) such that J=J?/A; and J# is finite if and only ifX is. 
Proof. A map -2 covers J if and only if its map-subgroup n? is contained 
in the map-subgroup M for A, and J@ is reflexible and C-invariant if and 
only if ii? 4 Aut(T). There is a unique subgroup @ which is maximal with 
respect to this property, the intersection fi of all images M” of M for 
a E Aut(T), so if we take 1 to be the corresponding map then it has the 
required universal property by the maximality of A. By construction, 
fi = i@ < M” for all o E .Z, so J? covers A”. Taking A = M/fi < r/i%? = 
Aut(&, we have J% =&?/A. Finally, if J is finite then M has finite index 
in r, and hence in Aut(T); then a, being an intersection of finitely many 
subgroups of finite index (the conjugates of M by elements of Aut(T)), has 
finite index in r, so J? is finite. a 
A similar result holds, with a similar proof, if we replace Z by any 
subgroup d <E: taking A = { 1 } we obtain the smallest reflexible covering 
map of & (see [6, 6.7 and 6.81 for the smallest regular cover), a_nd taking 
A = (z) we obtain the smallest reflexible self-dual covering map .,& of M. 
As an illustration, we shall consider this last map J? in the case where J% 
is the cube; thus r/M 2 Aut(M) z S, x C,, and M is the normal closure in 
r of (tr)3 and (rZ)4. Since M 4 r, ii? = M n M”, where M” is the normal 
closure of (lr)3 and (rt)“. Now M and M’ are contained in Tf, and hence so 
is MM’; on the other hand, MM’ contains (tr)3 (rt)” = rt and (r1)4 (lr)3 = rl, 
which generate T’, so MM” = Tf and hence r’/@= (M/f@) X (W/a) Z 
S, x S,. Thus /fz ii?( = 2(4!)’ = 1152, so that &? has q= 288 edges. 
Since tr has orders 3 and 4 module M and M”, it has order 12 module fi, so 
all vertices of 2 have valency 12. Similarly all faces are 12-gons, so 2 has 
u = 48 vertices and faces, and therefore has characteristic -192. Since 
&?< f’, J? is orientable, so its genus is 97. This is the smallest self-dual 
covering of the cube, or equivalently the smallest map which covers both the 
cube and the octahedron. Its automorphism group r/a is a split extension of 
S, X S, by C,, and has a presentation (easily obtained from those for M/a 
and MT/&?): 
(t, I, r 1 t2 = l2 = r* = (tr)12 = (rZ)12 = ((tr)” (rZ)-3)2 
= ((Pe3 (rZ)4)2 = [(tr)3, (r1)3] = [(tr)“, (rl)4] = 1). 
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(These relations imply that tZ= (tr)(rZ) = (tr)-3 (tr)” (rZ)4 (TZ)-~ = ((Dp3 
(rQ4) * ((tr>4 (W3), a product of two commuting involutions, so that 
(tZ)’ = 1.) In fact (tZr)3, which represents the antipodal automorphism of 
both the cube and the octahedron, commutes with M’/B and M/i@, so that 
Aut(x) r S, x S, x C,. 
6. TRIVALENT MAPS 
The extended modular group 17 = PGL(2, Z) = GL(2,Z)/{ fl} has a 
presentation 
n = (t, z, Y / t* = z* = r2 = (tZ)’ = (try = 1) (6-l) 
where t, I, and r are the elements 
h (; ;), f (-:, ;), f (-; ;) (6.2) 
of ZZ [2, 7.241. Since (6.1) is obtained by adding the relation (tr)’ = 1 to the 
presentation (2.1) for r, it follows that L! plays the same role in relation to 
the class of trivalent maps (by which we mean those in which all valencies 
divide 3) as r plays in relation to all maps; specifically, trivalent maps can 
-be identified with transitive permutation representations of 17, and operations 
on this class of maps correspond to outer automorphisms of 17. 
As shown by Dyer in [3], correcting the error in [4], Out(n) EY C,; in 
fact, Aut(@ is a split extension of Irut ?ZT by a cyclic group (a) of 
order 2, where a is the automorphism which fixes t and Y and sends 1 to tl. 
(There is a proof of this in [9], similar to that for Theorem 1, exploiting the 
fact that the modular group n+ = PSL(2, Z), a subgroup of index 2 in Ll, is 
the free product of (tZ) g C, and (tr) g C, .) 
Thus a induces the unique non-identity operation on the class of trivalent 
maps; it transposes faces and Petrie polygons, while leaving the underlying 
graph invariant, and it corresponds, via the obvious epimorphism r-+ L7, to 
the similar operation Or (Wilson’s Petrie operation P) on the class of all 
maps. 
For example, let J be the cube; thus the map-subgroup M of 17 
associated with M is the normal closure of (ZT)~, or equivalently the prin- 
cipal congruence subgroup of level 4, the kernel of the reduction mod(4): 
PGL(2, E) -+ PGL(2, Z,). Then J” =M*’ = P(M) is a trivalent orientable 
map of genus 1 with four hexagonal faces (the Petrie polygons of A), for 
which the map subgroup M” is the normal closure of (tlr)“; &” can be 
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FIGURE 3 
obtained from Fig. 3 by identifying pairs of edges as indicated by their num- 
bering. 
By renaming the generators (6.2) of 17 as 1, t, Y (in that order), so that 
(ZT)~ = 1, or equivalently by taking dual maps, we can also regard ZZ as 
representing all triangular maps, and a as the unique non-identity operation 
on this class, corresponding to Wilson’s “opposite” operation opp = PDP 
and Lins’s “phial” operation PM. 
7. WILSON’S OPERATIONS Hj 
In addition to the six operations given in Section 4, Wilson [ 1 l] also 
describes certain operations Hj (j E N). For j > 1, these are not invertible 
and are therefore not operations in the strict sense in which we have used 
that term; nevertheless, they fit easily into our algebraic theory. 
The element (G)‘-’ Y of r, being conjugate to t or r as j is even or odd, 
has order 2, so there is an endomorphism sj: r-+ r fixing t and 1 and sending 
r to (rty-’ r. Thus s1 is the identity automorphism, whereas for j > 1, sj is 
not onto since (as in the proof of Theorem 1) r cannot be written in terms of 
the images of t, 1, and r. If a map M corresponds to a representation 
7t: r-t s”, then for each j > 1 let Hj(M) be the map corresponding to the 
representation sj 0 rc: r+ SD; since this may be intransitive, the underlying 
surface of Hj(A) may not be connected, its components corresponding to 
the orbits of r under ej o 71. Since K = (t, 1) is fixed by .sj, its orbits under 
sj o rc are the same as those under rc, so Hj(d?) has the same set of edges as 
X. However, the faces and vertices of Hj(J) are the orbits of (1, (rt)j- ’ r) 
and (t, (rt)j-1 r) under ?I, so consecutive edges around each face of Hj(d) 
subtend j faces of A? at each vertex (see Fig. 4 for the case j = 3), while each 
vertex of valency q in A splits into (j, q) vertices of valency q/(j, q) in 
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FIGURE 4 
H&&). For example, if A? is an octahedron, then H,(A) consists of three 
disjoint spheres, each divided into two 4-gons by a cycle of length 4, while 
H&J?) is another octahedron. 
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